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BISCOTTE

BISCOTTE Range

Biscotte Range
The French word ‘Biscotte’ means twice baked. Baking twice gives its crisp,
satisfying taste.

Serve in many Different Ways
Topped, dipped or served with a cheese selection
or antipasti dish, all our Biscotte offer many
different serving suggestions.

Suitable for
Vegetarians & Vegans

Simple and Clean Recipe
These bites are made using basic ingredients,
meaning they are the perfect canvas for any meal.

Free from Preservatives

Sweet & Savoury

Free from Artiﬁcial Colours

Our Biscotte is great with both sweet and savoury
options, meaning it can be used in a variety of
occasions. Ideal with cross-promotions!

and Flavours
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SWEET and SAVOURY
Traditionally in France, Biscotte is used for breakfast, smothered in butter and jam or
chocolate spread, accompanied with a morning coffee and some fruit.

Mini Toast
Our Mini Toast are little slices of twice baked
bite sized bread that are perfect for party
canapés or as a snack.
Packs of 36
80g

18
Units

Ficelles de Pain
(Orginal or Brioche Flavour)
The new breadstick! These are long and thin
in shape with a ﬂat top. Perfect to be used for
topping or dipping.
Packs of 16
200g

BISCOTTE

16
Units
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Tartines de Pain
This artisan style toasted bread is ideal for
pâte or butter. At 33 calories per slice, these
crunchy slices are perfect for topping, dipping
or serving with a cheese board.
Packs of 20
167g

16
Units

Crouton Salade
(Original or Garlic Flavour)
We offer two types of croutons and these
are our moreish cubed salad croutons,
made from fresh French bread.
500g

16
Units

Crouton Soupe
(Original or Garlic Flavour)
No more soggy bread at the bottom of
the soup bowl! Our fried soup croutons
are made using fresh French bread, and
stay crunchy for the entire meal.
500 g

16
Units
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